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Abstract
During last few years their have been huge focus on the decentralized digital currencies and particularity on Bitcoin. Bitcoin is the most widely used and valuable digital
currency that allows individuals to sent transactions to each other directly without
needing to rely on a trusted third party like a bank or a payment processor for the
first transaction. Beside large number of benefits that Bitcoin provides, there are some
drawbacks on the system that limited its potential performance. More precisely, transactions confirmed on the bitcoin blockchain take up to an hour to point that they would
be irrevesible. The transaction fees get more expensive and are getting unusable for
small payments which is common in our daily lives. Above all, Bitcoin does not scale
and currently cannot support all transaction around the world and due to the nature
of Bitcoin, which comes from decentralized systems, each participant in the Bitcoin
network must know about every single transaction that occurs globally, which creates
some problems in the long run.
To deal with the issues, various solutions have been proposed of which one of the
most interesting ones is called Lightning Network. The Lightning Network aims to build
a fast, scalable, cheap and cryptographically secure payment network layered on top of
the existing Bitcoin network without sacrificing the decentralization that the original
network provides. In this report, we aim to give a short and high-level overview of the
Lightning Netwrok and highlight the key points behind the network.
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Introduction

It is undeniable that during the last years cryptographic currencies (a.k.a cryptocurrencies)
are one of popular concepts that has gotten attention. The most known, and valuable of
them is called Bitcoin which is introduced by mysterious and since vanished person or group
named Satoshi Nakamoto in 2009 [Nak08]. Two interesting properties of digital currencies
and Bitcoin is that their security does not rely on any single trusted third party and the list
of transactions in the system is written on a public ledger that is maintained jointly by the
nodes of the network.
The Bitcoin blockchain holds great promise for distributed ledgers, but the blockchain
as a payment platform, by itself, cannot cover the world’s commerce anytime in the near
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future. The blockchain is a gossip protocol whereby all state modifications to the ledger
are broadcast to all participants. It is through this gossip protocol that consensus of the
state, everyone’s balances, is agreed upon. If each node in the bitcoin network must know
about every single transaction that occurs globally, that may create a significant drag on
the ability of the network to encompass all global financial transactions. It would instead be
desirable to encompass all transactions in a way that does not sacrifice the decentralization
and security that the network provides.

1.1

Problem statement: Bitcoin does not scale, transaction are
slow and expensive

One of the big discussions happening in the Bitcoin community is over the specification
of block sizes, which limits the maximum number of transactions per second that may be
processed. More precisely, with current 1 MB block size of the Bitcoin network, the network
cannot handle more than 7 transactions per second which is not enough to cover a small
city. This number, for the second known digital currency, Ethereum is 20 transaction per
seconds. But in the real world the number of transaction in each seconds is much larger
than these numbers. As an instance, based on some reports in 2017, PayPal and VisaNet
respectively processed on average 193 and 1,667 transaction per seconds. Based on some
rigorous testing by Visa company, it is estimated that VisaNet is capable of processing more
than 56,000 transaction messages per second [BEP].
On the other hand, currently there are some discussions among clients, Bitcoin exchanges
and wallet providers in regards to Bitcoin transaction fee and approval time of each transactions. With default settings, currently a Bitcoin transaction generally needs 6 confirmations
from miners before its processed. By considering the fact that average mining time for each
block is 10 minutes, so one needs to wait around an hour on average to be sure that a transaction is done, which is painfully slow. In addition, some people complain that transactions

Figure 1: Average transaction fee changes for three cryptocurrencies Bitcoin, Ethereum and
Litecoin between fist quarter of 2016 and second quarter of 2017 [Coi].
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have become much more expensive than it was a few years ago [BEP]. Based on some research done by CoinDesk in 2017, transaction fees over the distributed-ledger network have
risen nearly 19-fold, from 13 cents per transaction on average in the second quarter of 2016
to $ 2.40 in the same quarter of 2017; Average transaction fee changes for three known
cryptocurrencies are depicted with details on Fig. 1.

1.2

Proposed Solutions

In order to deal with the discussed concerns in the Bitcoin network, impressive endeavors
have been made which have resulted in a proposal of some nearly practical solutions. Some
of them are discussed below.
1.2.1

Bitcoin with Larger Block Size

A few solutions have been proposed for the Bitcoin block size issue. One is Bitcoin Unlimited,
which proposes removing the block size limit. Another is Segregated Witness(SegWit), which
proposes doubling the block size. There is no consensus in the Bitcoin community on which
direction to take as yet, with support for Bitcoin Unlimited at around 36 % and support for
SegWit at around 27 %. Support is measured as a percentage of the total Bitcoin mined
over a specific period, with several miners not indicating explicit support for either of the
two proposals [BEP].
Increasing block size in Bitocin leads to having fewer validators, which implies fewer individuals ensuring ledger accuracy, and fewer active entities in mining process that finally will
increase transaction fees significantly and also will sacrifice decentralization of the network.
1.2.2

Bitcoin with Lightning Network

The Lightning Network (www.lightning.network) is a new proposal for micropayments constructed on top of the Bitcoin blockchain that enables instant transactions between participating nodes (parts of a global graph) and has been under development as an efficient
solution to the scalability problem in Bitcoin. It is proposed by Joseph Poon and Thaddeus Dryja in a white paper [PD16] in 2015 and its specification is accessible on Github
(https://github.com/lightningnetwork/lightning-rfc).
Intuition behind the Lightning Network. The main idea behind the Bitcoin’s Lightning Network (BLN) is that, in the blochchain, if only two participants care about an everyday
recurring transaction, so it is not necessary for all other nodes in the Bitcoin network to know
about that transaction. In other words, it is possible that two participants create a micropayment channel between each other and perform lots of transactions without touching the
blockchain and broadcasting all information to other nodes in the network. But if they got
to some cases that they both are not agree with current balance, they can use Blockchain as
a trusted party and make the state clear by publishing some information. Such a trustless
transactions and structure can be happen via time locks as a component to global consensus.
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Figure 2: BLN as a second layer payment protocol on top of Bitcoin [Upper part from [Led]].
It is worth to mention that creating a micropayment channel between two parties, makes
it possible to have lots of transactions between them and to trustlessy postpone publishing the
details for later date, without risk of counterparty default. In this report we will discuss that
such a micropayment channel uses real Bitocin transactions, only postponing the broadcast
to the blockchain in such a way that both participants can guarantee their current balance
on the blockchain;
BLN solves scalability problem of Bitcoin. As it is discussed above, a micropayment
channel creates a relationship between two parties. To solve the scalability problem of Bitcoin, BLN requires that a large network of micropayment channels will be created, similar
to a graph, such that all Bitcoin users are participating on this graph by having at least one
channel open on the Bitcoin blockchain. Once such a network is created, they state that it
is possible to perform large number of transaction per seconds inside the network. And in
such a graph (network) where nodes are participants of the Bitcoin network and edges are
channels between the participants, the only transactions that are broadcasted on the Bitcoin
blockchain prematurely are the transaction with uncooperative channel counterparties (the
transactions in which (both) parties do not agree on balance values). A graphical representation of BLN as a second layer payment protocol that operates on top of a blockchain is
shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 3: A micropayment channel with multi-signature account between Alice and Bob.
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Payment Channels

As we discussed in the previous section, micropayment channels allow to broadcast a transaction on blockchain at a later time. Such a nice action has become possible using multi
signature accounts, smart contracts and decentralized a timestamping system that enforces
a party to broadcast transactions before or after certain dates or times. To setup a payment
channel, first, two parties who wish to transact with each other set up a multi-signature account (which requires more than one signature to enact a transaction). This account holds
some amount of Bitcoin. The account address is then saved to the Bitcoin blockchain. A
graphical representation of a payment channel is shown in Fig. 3
It is worth to highlight that, by creating timeframes where certain states can be broadcast
and later invalidated, it is possible to create complex contracts using Bitcoin transaction
scripts, which is one of the essential concepts behind the bidirectional payment channels
which both Alice and Bob can pay Bitcoin to each other.
Unidirectional Payment Channels. Unidirectional payment channel is the basis of a
two party payment channel in which only one party pays for the other party. In this kind
of payment channel, as shown in Fig. 3, there is a multi-signature address which both Alice
and Bob have control over this address.
Once Alice wants to sent 1 B to Bob, before she does so, she gets Bob’s refund signature.
So that at worst, Alice looses her coin for a particular amount of times. So essentially Bob
creates a nLockTime refund signature and signs and sends it to Alice (which can be spent by
Alice after particular number of blocks). Alice either can sign it now or can keep it to sign
it later, at the time she needs would need. But this is important to notice that Alice should
keep this refund signature on her hard drive. Because she knows that in the worst case she
will get her funds after passing nLockTime. This graphical representation of the procedure
is shown in Fig. 4.
Then once Alice got this guarantee that she will get her money at the end of nLockTime,
she signs and sends her money from her single account to the Alice and Bob multi-signature
account. Then once it is in this multi-signature address, Alice can commit to payment to
5

Figure 4: A micropayment channel with 2-signature account between Alice and Bob. State
of channel after signing the refund transaction from joint account by Bob.
Bob with no nLockTime. So in this moment, Alice alone signs the output transaction from
multi-signature address to Bob, and sends it to Bob. As an instance, Alice says that, there
is 1 B in the joint account, and I will give 0.1 B to you Bob and will keep 0.9 B to myself.
When Bob got the transaction, it is not a valid transaction, because Bob has not yet signed
it. It means that Alice can not broadcast this transaction on the blockchain, but Bob can
threat this as a payment. Note that since already Alice signed this transaction, Bob can
now sign the transaction and broadcast to the network. Doing this will close the channel.
Bob does not close the channel because he knows that the channel will remain open until
the end of nLockTime. Fig. 5 illustrates this step graphically.
In order to use benefits of an active channel, Bob waits until the end of his refund
nLockTime signature. Later when Alice needs to pays him again, they make a similar transaction and update the balance. For example, Alice says that this time I will give 0.2 B for

Figure 5: State of Alice and Bob’s unidirectional channel after first transaction ’0.9 B for
Alice’ and ’0.1 B for Bob’. Note that currently the transaction only is signed by Alice.
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you and 0.8 B for me. So similar to previous case, Alice alone signs it and gives it to Bob.
Then since this transaction has more Bitcoin for Bob, so essentially Bob updates the old
balance, but he still keeps it unpublished to the Bolckcahin. The procedure can be repeated
as mush as they want before the end of nLockTime, which makes refunding possible for Alice
(Note that Bob already has signed the refund transaction, and it only needs Alice’s signature
to be spendable). But before getting to nLockTime, Bob can sign the final transaction and
since there is no lock time, so he can broadcast to the network and since both have signed
the transaction from joint account, so the network sees that 1 B comes from Alice account
to a multi-signature account (address) and 1 B goes from the multi-signature account to two
addresses (Alice and Bob’s individual addresses).
Bidirectional Payment Channels. As it can be guessed from its name, bidirectional
payment channels are a general and more practical form of unidirectional payment channels,
with which both parties can send transaction two each other. The BLN shows that actually
one can change the direction of a unidirectional payment channel with slight changes. More
precisely, the first step is exactly the same, Bob signs a refund transaction from the joint
multi-signature account to Alice’s refund account with nLockTime, which will be valid after
particular time or equivalent number of blocks (e.g. 30 days = 30 × 24 × 6 blocks). Then
Alice send 1 B to the joint multi-signature account. But then, when Alice wants to spend
from joint account she signs the new transaction with a lock time shorter than time lock of
the refund transaction (e.g. a transaction with 29 days time lock). Fig. 6 gives better view
of the explained setting in a bidirectional payment channel.
Note that, it this situation, Alice can increment this payment to Bob as many time as
she wants, only she needs to keep the same time lock in new payments; See Fig. 7. Now

Figure 6: State of Alice and Bob’s bidirectional channel after first transaction as ”0.9 B for
Alice” and ”0.1 B for Bob”. Note that the transaction is signed with a nLockTime smaller
than nLockTime used in Alice’s refund transaction (e.g. 29 days).
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Figure 7: State of Alice and Bob’s bidirectional channel when Alice increases previous transaction to the new balance as ”0.8 B for Alice” and ”0.2 B for Bob”. Note that the transaction
is signed with the same nLockTime as first transaction (e.g. 29 days).
imagine that Bob wants to pay to Alice from his current available balance which is 0.2 B in
the considered example. To do this, actually Bob can recommit to Alice and overwrite the
last transaction. But he needs to sign with an nLockTime smaller than the one that Alice
signed the last transaction with (e.g. in the considered example Alice signed with 29 days
lock time, so Bob can sign with 28 days lock time, See Fig. 8).

Figure 8: State of Alice and Bob’s bidirectional channel when Bob pays to Alice 0.1 B. So
the updated transaction would be ”0.9 B for Alice” and ”0.1 B for Bob”. Note that the
transaction is signed by Bob with an nLockTime smaller than the nLockTime used by Alice
in last transaction (e.g. 28 days < 29 days).
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Figure 9: A three party channel among Alice, Bob and Carol in which Alice and Carol booth
have an individual active channel with Bob.
Three Party Payments. Imagine that there are three nodes Alice, Bob and Carol in the
network which both Alice and Carol have an active channel with Bob (As shown in Fig. 9).
Alice needs to pay Carol; Alice does not have an open channel with Carol, so to avoid a
transaction with an expensive fee she can use her active channel with Bob and Bob’s active
channel with Carol to transfer Bitcoin to Carol. In such a setting to get a trust less system
there are two following issues which need to be considered.
• First Bob might keep the Bitcoin of the transaction and not send it to Carol.
• Carol can claim that she never got the coins and it is not possible to verify.
BLN addresses these issues with Hash-Locked Contracts (HLC) and Pay to Contact consents. Recall that a cryptographic hash function allows an entity to easily verify that some
input data maps to a given hash value, but if the input data is unknown, it is deliberately
difficult to reconstruct it by knowing the stored hash value.
Using a HLC, hash functions make it possible for Alice to prove that she sent funds to
Carol off-chain. Using HLCs Alice, Bob and Carl in Fig. 9 act as follows.
1. Carol generates a random number R and runs a hash function h (any secure hash
function, e.g. SHA-3) and gets the digits H = h(R). Then Carol sends only H to
Alice.
2. Alice uses H value and her active channel to pay to Bob, but she encumbers the
payment with H and this payment can only be realized if Bob can produce R. Note
that in this moment R only is known for Carol.
3. Bob acts similar to Alice. In other words, Bob uses H value and his active channel to
pay to Carol, but he also encumbers the payment with H and this payment can only
be realized if Carol sends R to Bob or broadcasts it to the blockchain.
4. When Bob got the R from Carol, he can send it to Alice and realist the payment.
Currently there is a problem with the described procedure. The problem is that if Carol
refuses to disclose R, she will make some issue for Alice and Bob’s channel. More precisely
9

Figure 10: Hash Time-Lock Contract between Alice and Bob.
if Carol’s channel expires after Alice and Bob’s channel, she can steal funds by redeeming
the hashlock! This issue is addressed by Hashed Time-Lock Contract (HTLC) in BLN, and
the terms of such a HTLC would be as follows,
• If Bob can produce to Alice input R from the hash H within x days, Alice will pay
Bob y B
• The above clause is void after x days
• Either party may agree to settle terms using other methods if both agree
• Violation of terms incurs a maximum penalty of funds in this contract
From the terms of the contract we see that Alice an Bob will create a new outputs and
transaction from their channel as in Fig. 10.
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How Bitcoin Lightning Network Works?

By chaining together multiple micropayment channels discussed in last section, BLN creates
a network of transaction paths. Paths can be routed using a BGP-like system, and the
sender may designate a particular path to the recipient. The output scripts are encumbered
by a hash, which is generated by the recipient. By disclosing the input to that hash, the
recipient’s counterparty will be able to pull funds along the route.
Lets consider an example to show clearly how BLN works. Imagine that Alice wants to
send 1 B to Dave over the BLN network. To do so, the procedure would be as follows,
1. First Alice discovers Dave through the BGP-like system
2. Dave tells Alice, ”here is H, if you know R, consider your payment fulfilled”, where H
is hash of R; H = h(R).
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Figure 11: Transaction over BLN between Alice and Dave: Forward steps
3. If Alice does not have a direct channel open with Dave, then she finds a route to Dave.
Without loss of generality, assume that Alice finds Bob and Carol as the intermediate
nodes which can connect Alice to Dave (As shown in Fig. 11).
4. Now, Alice and Bob create an HTLC output in the payment channel to pay Bob 1 B,
with a 3-day nLockTime refund back to Alice.
5. Bob and Carol create an HTLC output in the payment channel to pay Carol 1 B, with
a 2-day nLockTime refund back to Bob.
6. Carol and Dave create an HTLC output in the payment channel to pay Dave 1 B, with
a 1-day nLockTime refund back to Carol. Note that Dave can get 1 B if he discloses R
to Carol.
7. Dave discloses R to Carol within 1 day. Carol now has enough information to pull
funds from Bob. Carol and Dave agree to update the balances in the channel instead
of broadcasting on the blockchain (As shown in Fig. 12).

Figure 12: Transaction over BLN between Alice and Dave: Backward step 1
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8. Carol discloses R to Bob within 2 days. Bob now has enough information to pull funds
from Alice. Bob and Carol agree to update the balances in the channel instead of
broadcasting on the blockchain (As shown in Fig. 13).

Figure 13: Transaction over BLN between Alice and Dave: Backward step 2
9. Bob discloses R to Alice within 3 days. Alice can prove she sent funds to Dave. Alice
and Bob agree to update the balances in the channel instead of broadcasting on the
blockchain (As shown in Fig. 14).

Figure 14: Transaction over BLN between Alice and Dave: Backward step 3
If parties behave honestly, all forward and backward steps in Figures 11-14 will be done
out of Blockchain. But in the case that one of parties does not cooperate, the next party in
the channel can immediately close out the channel and broadcasts all pending transactions in
the channel onto the Blockchain. In that case the honest party redeems the B by disclosing
the HTLC output and R on Bitcoin Blockchain. For example, in the considered case above,
if Bob and Carol do not cooperate, Carol immediately closes out the channel and broadcasts
all pending transactions in the channel onto the Blockchain. As a result, Carol redeems the
1 B by disclosing the HTLC output and R on Bitcoin blockchain. A graphical representation
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Figure 15: Broken channel in BLN
of this process is shown in Fig. 15. Then Bob observes R from the Blockchain and can pull
money from Alice off-chain.
Note that if R never gets disclosed, timeouts occur sequentially from the destination.
The decrementing timeout ensures that everyone can receive funds contingent upon it being
sent.
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Conclusion

In the digital currencies’ world, recently there have been various valuable efforts to deal
with issues such as scalability, latency and high-cost transactions in Bitcoin. The Lightning
Network is one of the interesting and nearly practical solutions that were proposed for Bitcoin
by Joseph Poon and Thaddeus Dryja in a white paper [PD16] in 2015.
In this report we aimed to present a high level description of Lightning Network and
describe main ideas behind the design of this network. It is discussed that, the network is
designed to act on top of Blockchain and enables high-volume, low-latency digital micropayments without the need for trusted intermediaries. In the network, using novel Bitcoin
multi-signature transactions and scripts, the participants do not need to pay to a third party,
reducing transaction costs and counterparty risk. Additionally the network can achieve instant micropayments via smart contracts. It is discussed that through a network of multisignature transactions, any participant on the Lightning Network is able to pay anyone
else within the graph of participants. In summary, a Bitcoin transaction can be done with
Lightning Network as follows,
• First, two parties who wish to transact with each other set up a multi-signature wallet
(which requires more than one signature to enact a transaction). This wallet holds
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some amount of Bitcoin. The wallet address is then saved to the Bitcoin blockchain.
This sets up the payment channel.
• Then the two parties can now conduct an unlimited number of transactions without
ever touching the information stored on the blockchain. With each transaction, both
parties sign an updated balance sheet to always reflect how much of the Bitcoin stored
in the wallet belongs to each.
• When the two parties are done transacting, they close out the channel, and the resulting
balance is registered on the blockchain. In the event of a dispute, both parties can use
the most recently signed balance sheet to recover their share of the wallet.
• It is useful to note that it is not necessary to set up a direct channel to transact on
lightning - one can send payments to someone via channels that one is connected with.
The network automatically finds the shortest route.
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